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Gapp junctions are channels between cells. One can find gap junctions in the cell 
membraness of most cells. One half of the channel, also referred to as connexon, can be 
foundd in one cell of a cell pair, whereas the other half is located in the adjacent cell. Gap 
junctionss bridge a narrow gap between both cells, from which the name arises. One 
connexonn consists of 6 proteins, called connexins, with four transmembrane domains. The 
proteinss are located in a circle, forming a channel. Two connexons in line therefore form 
onee channel between two cells. There are various gap junction proteins that are identified 
inn name by adding the number of the molecular mass to the name connexin. Connexins 
(Cx)43,, Cx40 and Cx45 are of particular relevance for the cardiovascular system. Their 
expressionn in the different parts of the heart can be represented as a collection of different 
compartments,, that are coupled in a specific way (electric or through means of second 
messengers).. Which connexons make up gap junctions determine the function of the 
channel.. In its turn, the distribution of the various channels throughout the body 
determiness the function within organs or tissues. Gap junctions are low resistance 
channels,, through which ions, particularly K+ and CI, and second messengers such as IP3, 
Ca2+,, cAMP, and cGMP flows. The diameter of the channel, and whether the channels are 
openn or closed (gating), determine the electric and second messenger coupling, which is a 
primee functional aspect of gap junctions. The conductance of gap junctions can be 
measuredd using the dual whole cell voltage-clamp technique, whereby one cell of a cell 
pairr will be held to a different voltage than the other cell, while at the same time the 
currentt that is needed to do so is measured. With this information the resistance and 
thereforee the conductance can be calculated. 

Ourr research was focused on both heart cells and arterial smooth muscle cells. Both 
typess of cells will be summarized separately. 

GapGap junctions in the vascular system. Smooth muscle cells of vessels are of 
importancee because they determine the tonus of the vascular system. Contraction and 
relaxationn are governed by different mechanisms, amongst which is the direct route from 
celll to cell via gap junctions. For our research into the role of gap junctions in the vascular 
systemm we used primary cell cultures of vessel cells from rabbits from two different 
locations;; the Femoralis and the Mesenterica. We have chosen these cell cultures because 
theyy can be obtained relatively easily and because they continue to show the 
characteristicss of smooth muscle cells even after repeated splitting. 

Chapterr 2. In the second chapter the anatomy at tissue level and some contraction 
characteristicss of femoral and mesenteric rabbit strips are examined, as well as functional 
characteristicss of smooth muscle cells obtained from these tissue segments. Parts of the 
arteriess were stained with toluidine blue and they show that mesenteric arteries contain 
moree layers of muscle cells than femoral arteries. Staining of parts of arteries of both 
vesselss with an antibody specific for Cx43 shows immuno reactivity at the border of 
adjacentt cells, throughout all layers of the media. Contraction experiments show that 
mesentericc strips contract more strongly than femoral strips. Heptanol, a linear alcohol 
thatt closes gap junction channels reversibly, reduces the size and speed of a contraction in 
aa comparable way for both types of vessel compartments. In order to end this research at 
thee tissue level to the cellular level, we used cell cultures of a uniform population of 
smoothh muscle cells, as shown with immunocytochemical staining for a-actin. Cx43 
antibodyy also showed a significant presence of immunoreactivity in these cell cultures. 
Thee function of gap junctions can be examined through various methods. Initially, we 
demonstratedd the coupling of gap junctions by iontophoretic injections of the dye Lucifer 
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Yellow.. The transfer to an average of 3 cells was observed. The dual whole cell voltage-
clampp technique was used to measure the macroscopic gap junctional conductance: both 
celll types showed moderate coupling. Next, the voltage dependence of cell pairs was 
measuredd by applying a voltage pulse to one cell of a cell pair for 6 seconds (with 
incrementall steps from -lOOmV to +100mV). Data points of steady state sensitivity 
showedd a curve expected for junctional channels composed of Cx43. With the same 
techniquee and after treatment with decoupler halothane, microscopic junctional 
conductancee was calculated by dividing the current (which can be recognized by similarly 
shapedd rectangular deflections of the opposite polarity) by the transjunctional voltage. 
Mesentericc smooth muscle cells showed unitary conductances of 56 pS and 81 pS, while 
femorall cells showed conductances of 72 pS and 96 pS. The different conductance values 
off both cell types are perhaps due to different phosphorylation states possibly reflecting 
differentt states of second messenger activation. 

Chapterr 3. Endothelial cells produce the vascular smooth muscle relating factor nitric 
oxidee (NO). The mechanisms underlying this relation involve an NO-initiated cascade in 
whichh cyclic guanine nucleotide monophosphate (cGMP) ultimately modifies the muscle 
contractilee apparatus and ion channels through protein phosphorylation. In this study, we 
investigatedd whether the NO donor nitroglycerine (NTG) affected gap junction channels 
inn a way that might facilitate smooth muscle relaxation, and also whether membrane 
permeantt cGMP produced similar effects. Parts of the rabbit A. Femoralis and the A. 
Mesentericaa were precontracted with phenylephrine. Treatment with NTG resulted in 
relaxationn which was more profound in mesenteric than femoral strips. This is consistent 
withh the difference in the number of layers of smooth muscle cells as described in Chapter 
2.. If NTG was first applied, the contraction response as a result of phenylephrine was less 
forceful,, but only in mesenteric strips. 8Br-cGMP treatments did not cause any significant 
relaxationn in precontracted strips. Cell cultures of smooth muscle cells of both artery types 
weree used to study the effect of NTG and 8Br-cGMP on macroscopic conductance. Both 
agentsagents reduced the macroscopic conductance (gj) between mesenteric smooth muscle 
cells.. The conductances between femoral cell pairs were only reduced with NTG, which 
causedd a more rapid and complete reduction in the coupling of mesenteric cells than 
femorall smooth muscle cell pairs. The unitary conductance (yj) for both cell types after 
treatmentt with NTG showed a shift towards higher conductance states, whereas the 
additionn of 8Br-cGMP produced the opposite effect. Additional experiments, where one 
celll was mechanically stimulated with a microelectrode and subsequently the Ca 2+ 

wavespreadd was measured, indicated effects of NTG consistent with decreased junctional 
conductance.. Anisotropic conduction was not significantly exaggerated by these agents. 
Thesee studies thus reveal curious differences in pharmacological responses of smooth 
musclee cells from two arterial beds, and support the possibility that actions of NTG on 
vascularr smooth muscle may extend beyond pathways involving cGMP activation. 

GapGap junctions in the heart. The heart is an electric syncytium, in which the spread of 
thee activation wavefront depends on the function of gap junctions as well as on other 
factors.. There are many mechanisms that govern junctional conductance. The 
conductancee is influenced by gap junctions because of the wide diversity in connexin 
expressionn combinations possible in the different regions of the heart. This results in 
differencee in conductance velocity, unidirectional conductance and block. The failure of a 
well-organizedd conductance results in arrythmia, that can possibly cause fibrillation and 
cardiacc arrest. Although most research related to gap junctions in heart was performed on 
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ratt cells, we have used mouse hearts in order to lay the foundation for studies on 
transgenicc animals, in particular those animals lacking expression of Cx43. 

Chapterr 4. In this chapter we describe research regarding the switch from rat to mice 
heartt cells that laid the foundation for our research on transgenic mouse heart cells. We 
havee compared connexin expression patterns and junctional conductance properties in 
cardiacc myocytes obtained from neonatal rat (Sprague-Dawley) with those obtained from 
twoo strains of mice (B6 and CD1). Northern blot analyses revealed that Cx40 was more 
highlyy expressed in atrium than ventricle in mouse and rat and was less abundant in rat 
thann in mouse atrium. Cx43 was found to be expressed at equivalent levels in rat atrium 
andd ventricles, but expression levels differed slightly in these tissues in mouse. Cx45 was 
foundd to be expressed in roughly equivalent but low levels in both heart regions of all 
rodents.. Western blot analysis of mouse and rat hearts showed that a phosphorylated Cx43 
isoformm (P2) predominated in both heart regions and that Cx43 levels were higher in 
ventriclee than in atrium. 

Immunocytochemistryy with antibodies against Cx40, Cx43 and Cx45 in ventricular or 
atriall cells of CD1 mice confirmed the aforementioned results. This study thus confirms 
thee model that Cx43 is expressed in the working myocardium, while Cx40 is 
preferentiallyy expressed in the conduction system. We have investigated the function of 
gapp junctions by injecting Lucifer Yellow and subsequently measuring the conductance of 
celll pairs. LY injections into cultured mouse cardiac myocytes revealed moderately strong 
dyee coupling with transfer to as many as 4-5 neighboring cells. The unitary conductance 
off cell pairs (y_j) was first determined in rat heart cells with a CsCl pipette solution: the 
differencess in conductance values compared to values from the literature can be explained 
byy the lower mobility and larger size of the organic anions used by others, in the pipette 
solution.. Single channel recordings from CD1 and B6 mouse heart cells revealed a variety 
off conductances, wherein individual cells showed wide variations. However, taking all 
electrophysiologicall experiments into account, we have determined the 96-103 pS peak to 
bee the main conductance state of Cx43 channels, whereas conductances >130 pS are 
likelyy attributable to the main open state of Cx40. The latter values were not observed in 
ratt heart cells. Next, we separated the atria from ventricles. Conductance values >130 pS 
weree more commonly found in atrial myocytes, consistent with higher levels of Cx40 
expressionn in this region. After treatment of CD1 mouse heart cells with NTG or cGMP, 
conductancee values were respectively 87 pS and 79 pS, and conductance values >130pS 
disappeared.. This result can be explained either by the reduction of amplitude of the Cx40 
conductancess (Yj) or selective closure of Cx40 channels. 

Chapterr 5. In this chapter we describe the functional role of Cx43 for intercellular 
communication.. We have used transgenic B6 mice wherein Cx43 is not expressed because 
off a mutation in the Cx43 gene by homologous recombination. Heart cells of these Cx43 
knockk out (Cx43(-/-)) mice were compared with cells of the wildtype (Cx43(+/+)) 
neonatall mice with regard to rates and synchrony of spontaneous contractions, expression 
levelss of other cardiac connexins, extent of Lucifer Yellow dye transfer, and magnitude 
andd gating characteristics of junctional currents. Using the dual whole cell voltage clamp 
technique,, we examined the macroscopic conductance (gj), the voltage dependence and 
unitaryy conductances. Northern blot analyses of neonatal Cx43 null (-/-), heterozygous 
(+/-)) and wildtype (+/+) hearts revealed similar levels of Cx40 and Cx45 in all genotypes, 
althoughh in adult cardiac tissue from wildtype mice, Cx43 expression was higher than in 
heterozygotes.. After culturing dissociated cells for 3-4 days, cardiocyte clusters from all 
genotypess beat spontaneously; in Cx43 (+/+) and (+/-) cultures, the beating was generally 
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quitee synchronous. In Cx43 (-/-) mice, interbeat intervals were irregular and thus less 
synchronous.. Intercellular diffusion of the negatively charged dye Lucifer Yellow was 
virtuallyy non-existent in Cx43 (-/-) cell cultures, while the intercellular spread of this dye 
inn both Cx43 (+/+) and Cx43 (+/-) myocytes was substantial. The macroscopic 
conductancee in CX43 (+/+) and Cx43 (+/-) was comparable at 12.5 nS and 11.1 nS, while 
thee conductance between Cx43 (-/-) cells was found to be significantly less at 4.2 nS. The 
voltagee dependence of Cx43 (-/-) cell pairs was also more substantial. The microscopic 
conductancee revealed distinct populations of channels contributing to macroscopic 
conductancee for Cx43 knockout and wildtype cell pairs. For Cx43 (+/+) mice, peaks in 
amplitudee histograms suggested that Cx43 was the predominant gap junction protein, 
whereass for Cx43 (-/-) mice, channels were of distinctly larger and smaller sizes, 
indicatingg the functional presence of Cx40 and Cx45, possibly as heteromeric or 
heterotypicc Cx40/Cx45 assemblies. Findings of this study thus indicate that in cardiac 
myocytess from mice lacking Cx43 the expression of other cardiac connexins only partially 
compensatess for the functional loss, with dye coupling and synchrony of spontaneous 
beatingg being strongly impaired. The knockout Cx43 mice appear to have a hypertrophic 
rightt ventricular outflow tract with pulmonary stenosis that causes their death after birth. 
Thee abnormal impulse propagation in the developing ventricles might contribute to 
abnormall alignment of the ventricular fibres but the severity of the abnormality leads us to 
suspectt that we are dealing here with an early onset developmental disorder. The causative 
defectt could be failure of migration of neural crest cells, because a signal is lacking to 
coordinatee the migration. This might be due to the profoundly reduced anionic 
permeabilityy of Cx43 (-/-) cells. 
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